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KonenaOBH'I E.3., Jlanaayc 11.11. E2 • 11391 
CBH3b IIOMepoaaoro aarepcenTa c TpexnoMepoaaoA KOHCTSHTOH 

nox838HO, 'ITO B II8pTOHHOH MOliBIIH (nMJ 3H8'19HHSI IIOMepOHHOrO 

HHTepCeliTS ap (0)•1 +il R TpexnOMepOHROH KORCTSHTbl A CBSI38Hbl 

COOTROWBHHBM I\ a A· no 3TOH IIPB'IBHB KpHTK'IBCKoe IIOB9li9HR9 B pea

lKBOHHOA Teopaa IIOIISI OK83biB89TCSI H9B03MO>KHbiM, nM ll03BOIIS19T TSK>Ke 

paaaenaTb oonacTa npaMeHHMOCTR noaxoaos Kapaa a AMaTa. 

Pa15oTa BbiJionHeaa B JlaoopaTopna SUlepRbiX npooneM 011.HH. 

npenpBRT 061>aliBBaHHOI'O RHCTBTyT8 SUlBpHbiX RCCIIaliOBSHHll. fiy6Ha 1978 

Kopeliovich B.Z., Lapidus L.I. E2 · 11391 
The Relation between the Pomeron Intercept and the 
Triple-Pomeron Coupling 

It is shown in the parton model (PM) that the pomeron inter
cap! a p(0)-1 + ll and the triple-pomeron coupling A are strongly 
correlated: .'1..,\ . For this reason the critical behaviour in the 
reggeon field theory is impossible. In the supercritical case PM 
allows one to distinguish between the conditions of validity 
of Amati's and Cardy's approaches. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Nuclear Problems, JINR. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The last years have been marked by the c~nsiderable 
progress in the reggeon field theory (RFT). The ap
proaches studied so far differ in their prescriptions for 
the two basic parameters: the pomeron intercept ap(O),l+~ 
and the triple-pomeron coupling A. These are: (i) the 
weak coupling variant /tl, which is characterized by 
the relation ~- ,\ - 0; (ii) the critical pomeron ver
sion / 2 / implemented if ~ .. L\ c "',\ 

2ln ,\ 2 
; (iii) the super

critical pomeron with A>~ c . Two approaches are known 
in this case: the first one / 3

•
41 neglects all the multi

pomeron couf.lings except the triple-pomeron one; the 
second one 1 - 91 includes pomeron interaction in all 
orders.-

In the purely phenomenological approach to the RFT 
the values of ~ and ,\ could be chosen independently. 
Here we would like to point out that in the case of ~ ~. 0 
the simple parton model (PM) considerations imply the 
strict relation*: 

L\::,\ (1) 

This means that the critical behaviour in RFT is im
possible, if ~« 1. From this point of view the weak and 
supercritical variants are selfconsistent only. 

* Our normalization for A 
pomeron term in the RFT 
iA IJI + IJI ('I'+ IJI + ). 

corresponds to the triple
Lagrangian in the form 
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The PM allows one also to separate the fields of ap
plication of two mentioned above supercritical RFT ver
s~ons. 

2. THE "PARTON" VIEW ON THE RFT 110
•
111 

The RFT with ~ > 0 seems to be an uneconomical 
tool for the calculations at least. An input bare pomeron 
contribution and other graphs of RFT contradict the 
s -channel unitarity, but after some considerable com
pensations one obtains a small residue quite different 
from the starting point. In the parton language this pro
cedure seems to be still stranger. Nevertheless, we 
try here to carry out the parton model interpretation of 
the RFT graph contributions to the scattering amplitude. 

The basic point of the PM is that fast hadron in
teracts through its wee-parton component 11 0 1 . So, to 
calculate the scattering amplitude one must consider 
the partQn wave function of the hadron, find the mean 
number of wee-partons, and then solve the problem of 
two wee-parton system interaction. But if one wants 
to find a correspondence with the RFT graphs one must 
separate certain parts from the parton wave function of 
the hadron and consider the definite contribution in the 
scattering amplitude of two wee-parton systems. Namely, 
the bare pomeron corresponds to such parton comb 
configurations in the hadron wave function which do not 
contain the loops (i.e., the fusion of combs). These are 
tree-type diagrams or diagrams with few noninteracting 
trees. (See fig. la, b). Besides, the interaction of two 
wee-parton systems should be treated in the impulse 
approximation. All the loop and wee-parton screening 
corrections correspond to more complicated pomeron 
graphs. The wee-parton which took part in the interaction 
is distinguished in fig. 1 by a cross. The parton comb 
shown in fig. 1 by a heavy line is implemented after the 
scattering in the form of one multiperipherical chain 
of particles. Other parton combs in the diagram play the 

. I 11 I role of vacuum fluctuations . 
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Q) tJ) 

C) 

Fig. 1. Different contributions to the parton uxzve 
junction of a hadron. The uxzvy lines denote the parton 
combs. The wee-partons which took part in the interac
tion are marked by a cross. The heavy lines indicate the 
combs which give the real particle chains after the 
interaction. The light lines are the combs which Play 
the role of vacuum fluctuations. a), b) The tree-type and 
eikonal type diagrams, implemented after the interac
tions as a bare pomeron exchange in the RFT. c) The 
tree-type parton diagram, corresponding to the triPle
pomeron graph in the RFT. 
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From comparison with the bare pomeron Green func
tion p (~-,b), where ~ and b are the relative rapidity 
and impact parameter of two hadrons, one finds that the 
wee-parton density in a hadron moving with a rapidity 
y is equal to b2 

yi\- --,-
1 4a y 

W(y,b)~----e 
4rra'y 

(2) 

Indeed, due to the impulse approximation the scattering 
amplitude is proportional to the product of the wee-
parton densities in each hadron 2 

~!\-~ 2 _. _.-.. e "%a<; _. 
Jd b1W(y,b 1)W(c;-y,b-b 1)= --,--~p(~,b). 

4rra ~ 
(3) 

It is seen from expression (2) that the multiplicity 
of the wee-partons grows as 1111 

<n(y)> 
wee 

yl\ 
-= I d2 b W ( y , b) = e · 

when the hadron rapidity y increases. 

(4) 

The problem is: what diagrams are responsible for 
this behaviour? It is clear that the multi-pomeron graphs 
of the eikonal type, shown in fig. 1b, cannot explain this 
effect, because their weights in the hadron wave function 
do not depend on the Y value. So the only graphs which 
can provide such growth ( 4) are the tree-diagrams of 
fig. 1a type. 

Note that each vertex of the parton ladder fission 
contains the triple-pomeron couplings A. Thus, the de
pendence of the wee-parton density W ( Y , b ) on the 
hadron rapidity y is given by the following transport 
equation (if W is large enough): 

aW(y,b) ~[,\+a'( V )2 ]W(y,b). (5) 
ay t 

Equations (5) and (2) are compatible only provided the 
equality (1) takes place. 

There are few comments in order: 
i) The pomeron which is bare in the RFT is not bare 

in the PM. As the rapidity Y grows, a risk of ruin for 
each parton comb increases'11:u Y is a probability for 
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I 

j 

the comb to be ruined in a unit rapidity interval then the 
above values of i\ and A are smaller than PM bare 
quantities i\' and A' : 

L'l=i\'-y; A~ A '-y. (6) 

ii) To be convinced of the identity of the constant A 
and the bare triple-pomeron coupling in the RFT one can 
consider the screening corrections to the impulse approxi
mation in the interaction of wee-parton system with 
a target. The first correction is due to the interaction 
of a target with two wee-partons. It gives a negative contri
bution to the total cross section: 

2~1\ 
(o ) =- Ge (7) 

tot PPP 

and corresponds to the triple-pomeron graph of the RFT, 
as shown in fig. 1c. The factor a in expression (7) in
volves all the particle-pomeron couplings. It is supposed 
also that ~ i\ » 1 . 

On the other hand, this graph in the RFT gives 
2 2 _. 2 _. _. A 2~1\ 

(otot )ppp=-AG[d bd b1dyp(y,b 1)p (~-y,b-b1)~--xae 
(8) 

The comparison of equations (7) and (8) confirms re
lation (1). 

3. TWO APPROACHES IN THE SUPERCRITICAL 
·POMERON THEORY 

The version of the RFT investigated by Amati et al.13 ·41 

includes the triple pomeron interaction only. Their re
sults are very natural in the PM. The parton combs 
fusion adds to the right-hand side of eq. (5) a negative 
term which is quadratic in W. The new transport equa
tion141 has a stationary solution which implies a uniform 
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parton comb density inside a disc b 2 < 4 a 'A.; 2 . One 
can see that the inclusion of another multi-pomeron coup
lings does not change this pattern if those couplings are 
small enough. Indeed, the mean free path of the parton 
comb in the rapidity scale is of the order of Y 2 - Y 1 "' 1 I~. 
The corresponding pomeron propagator is p (y 2 - Y 

1 
) "" 1 . 

Thus, an addition of multi-pomeron exchange between 
these points Y 2 , y 1 leads to a small correction due to 
the smallness of the multi-pomeron couplings. Thus, such 
RFT version seems to be self-consistent under above 
conditions. 

Another approach has been proposed by Cardy 151 . It 
includes the multi-pomeron interaction couplings g 

mn 
from the very beginning and leads to quite different re-
sults 16

-
81

. The pomeron interaction is turned off effecti
vely in asymptotics and does not restrict the wee-parton 
density 

t:\ 2 't: 
1 " ' 0 - b I'} a ,, 

W (.;, b )z ;;--;-- e (9) 
• rr a .; 161 

Here L\ 0 is a renormalized value of ~ 
L\0 "' 1'l- g 11' (10) 

g 11 is a result of the analytical continuation of the g n 
series into the point m,. n, 1 . m 

Thus, we obtain a paradox: two approaches in the RFT 
seem to be valid in the same conditions but they lead to 
quite different results. 

Note that a positivity of /\0 is a one more condition 
for Cardy's approach validi~y. This problem is insolu
able in the RFT but it can be cleared up in the PM. 

The inclusion of multi-pomeron couplings influences, 
of course, relation (1). In this case one must add the 
tree-diagrams with parton comb fission 1 ... n (but without 
transitions m-+n with m > 1 ). Then relation (1) is sub
stituted by * 

00 

~- ~ n-1 .:.-g 
n•2 n! 1n 

*The couplings g mn 
Thus, g21 =2.\. 
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(11) 

/5/ 
are normalized as in ref. 

If one supposes the eikonal-type dependence: g = 
m+ mn =9wg n , then one finds from (11) 

~ ""g g (g-1)(e g -1). (12) 
0 00 

Thus, the positivity condition for !\o in eq. (10) im
plies that g > 0. This is the condition for validity of 
Cardy's approach. 

On the other hand, Amati' s approach needs for g« 1 , 
as has been mentioned above. Those conclusions explain 
the paradox 

Note that the estimates 161 in the one pion exchange 
model give for g the value of about unity. 

4. CONCLUSION 

We have proved relation (1) and shown that the weak 
coupling and supercritical versions of the RFT are self
consistent from the point of view of the PM. The critical 
behaviour in the RFT is impossible. 

It has been shown that in the supercritical case two 
known variants of the RFT are additional to each other 
and its implementation depends on RFT parameter va
lues. 

The value of ,\ is defined 16
-

81 * from the total 
cross section data and is equal to \ "" 0.07. It is supposed 
in that analysis that the enhanced graph contribution is 
negligible due to the smallness of the triple-pomeron 
coupling A. Such procedure is self-consistent due to the 
relation (1) and because ~ turns out to be small. 

The value of .\ is related to the effective coupling 
GPPP (0) extracted from the experimental data on the 
inclusive reactions in paper 112 /*as 

1 
,\ = [ _ _§_rr ___ o-f2 G (0) · (13) 

a '(a PP r' ppp 
tot 

* See also references therein. 
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Substituting values of a'== 0.3 (GeVjc) -
2

; proton-
proton total cross section a fo~ ~ 40 mb and GPPP(O)= 
= 3.2 mbjGeV 2 one obtains .\== 0.07. This value of 
.\ can differ significantly from the bare one due to the 
large cut corrections 1 131 · The comparison with the 
relation (1) shows that this is not the case. Moreover the 
wonderful precision of the relation (1) confirmation by 
the experimental data puts a question: is a reduction of 
cut contributions in the inclusive cross section occasio
nal or not? 

We are indepted to A.B.Zamolodchikov for the stimu
lating and informative discussions. We would like also 
to thank N.N.Nikolaev and M.G.Riskin for the interest 
and some helpful comments. 
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